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5.6 Valverde
The Valverde water quality map unit is located in west 
Denver and generally overlaps with Basin 0064-02 
(Valverde) in the City and County of Denver Storm Drain 
Master Plan (SDMP). The basin drains to the South Platte 
River between 4th Avenue on the north and Sanderson 
Gulch on the south. The western boundary of the basin is 
Morrison Road. The basin consists of 1,694 acres (2.65 
square miles). Much of the upper basin is comprised 
of residential neighborhoods, while the lower portion is 
mostly commercial or industrial along the South Platte 
River. An existing overflow detention basin is located in 
West-Bar-Val-Wood Park located at W. Bayaud Avenue 
and S. Tejon Street. The storm drain infrastructure 
consists of a network of trunk lines and laterals including 
fifteen outfalls. Drainage from the basin is constrained by 
the South Platte River floodplain, which parallels the west 
side of the river throughout the basin and has minimal 
topographic relief. BluePrint Denver shows Federal 
Boulevard, Alameda Avenue, and Morrison Road subject 
to change, along with some of the commercial/industrial 
areas adjacent to the South Platte River. Currently, a 
significant portion of the drainage basin (55% of the 
tributary area) outfalls through a 9-ft x 4.5-ft box culvert at 
W. 4th Avenue and Vallejo Street.

Valverde Land Uses
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Industry
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Open Space
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Alameda Avenue and Federal Boulevard, two major arterial streets within 
the Valverde Basin, are streets where green infrastructure can not only 
enhance stormwater management but can also be used to slow traffic and 
improve safety.

The eastern boundary of the Valverde Basin consists of heavy industry 
and park space adjacent to the South Platte River.

Basin Snapshot
Overall Score 67
Primary Sub-Score 50
Highest Primary 
Sub-Scores

Average annual pollutant loads
• Bacteria (5/6)
• Phosphorous (5/6)
• Nitrogen (5/6)

Monitoring 
• Nitrogen (4/4)
• Phosphorous (4/4)
• TSS (4/4)

Existing % Treatment (8/10)
Future Development (5/5)

Secondary Sub-Score 17
Highest Secondary 
Sub-Scores

Park Density (5/5)
Socio-Economic (5/5)

NOTES: Adding new parks or expanding existing parks 
could provide an opportunity to improve water quality while 
simultaneously improving access to green space in this area. 
The high socio-economic score indicates that residents may 
not have financial means to construct/install their own rain 
gardens or other private green infrastructure

ALAMEDA

FEDERAL

Source: GoogleSource: Google
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EXISTING CONDITIONS

Sub-Collection System
 38-44 High
 36-38 Medium-High
 32-36 Medium
 27-32 Medium - Low 
 <=27 Low

 Existing Water Quality Pond
 Existing Treatment 
 MS4 Outfall (27) N
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BMP OPPORTUNITIES
Regional and Sub-Regional Opportunities
 City-Owned Parcels
 High Opportunity Parks
 Medium Opportunity Parks

Green Street Opportunities
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[valverde opportunities]

green streets
5.54 miles | high priority green street opportunities
0.30 miles | green street opportunities

The process to identify site-scale opportunities (Section 4.4) 
resulted in a network of green street opportunities in each basin. 
Streets projects were considered high priority if potential partner 
opportunities exist and/or the project would offer significant 
water quality benefits. While streets represent one of the largest 
sources of urban stormwater pollution, they also represent 
one of the best opportunities for the installation of green 
infrastructure.  Practices suitable for use within the right-of-way 
are illustrated in Denver’s Ultra-Urban Green Infrastructure 
Guidelines: www.denvergov.org/greeninfrastructure.

park opportunities
High Potential Park Opportunities: 
• Aspgren Park
• Milstein Park
• Sanderson Gulch 

Medium Potential Park Opportunities: 
• Valverde Park

New water quality facilities in parks will be considered if they do not impact 
or limit park use or function. All park related projects will require further 
study, approval by the Department of Parks and Recreation (DPR), and a 
public involvement process.  The designer must work with Denver Parks 
Planning during all phases to ensure compliance with DPR standards and 
specifications. The Forestry Office must also be consulted.

• Vanderbilt Park
• West-Bar-Val-Wood Park
• Utility Corridor

• Overland Pond Park

3

1

2 Knox Court
Proposed: Green Infrastructure and Bike Improvements

Tejon Street
Proposed: Green Infrastructure and Bike Improvements

Munroe Alley
Proposed: Green Alley

existing example: Avalon Alley in L.A. 
before green alley improvements 

bmp cross-sectionplanned bumpouts for Knox Ct. 
from Knox Court Bike Blvd Study

existing proposed example

example: Avalon Alley in L.A.
after green alley improvements 

Source: www.oncentral.org Source: www.estormwater.com

Source: CCD’s Ultra-Urban Green Infrastructure Guidelines

Source: www.mychicagogreen.org/gi-toolbox/

http://http://www.denvergov.org/content/dam/denvergov/Portals/705/documents/ultra-urban-green-infrastructure-guidelines.pdf
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The Alameda Ave at Platte River Drive project is a proposed sub-
regional BMP treating 82 acres upstream of an outfall to the South 
Platte River. The best management practice (BMP) selected for this 
location is an extended detention basin (EDB) and could provide 
100% of the water quality capture volume (WQCV) for the upstream 
tributary area, which gives it a BMP Opportunity score of 64 in one 
of Denver’s high priority basins. The dominate land uses upstream 
include residential and street right-of-way.

In addition to the water quality benefits supplied by the project, it 
provides valuable habitat in close proximity to the South Platte River, 
as well as numerous educational opportunities for trail and park 
users. It softens the edge between adjacent industrial areas and the 
river corridor.

Planning and Partner Considerations
Multiple parcels make up the project and are owned by Denver 
and CDOT. Denver Parks and Recreation (Parks) and CDOT 
should be consulted early in the preliminary design phase for buy-
in and partnership opportunities. Potential funding from CDOT’s 
Mitigation Pool Program could be explored as this facility could 
treat approximately 4.5 acres of CDOT right-of-way from Alameda 
Avenue.

Design Considerations
Runoff from the tributary area is delivered by an existing 48-in 
storm drain pipe, which will outlet via a headwall into the bottom 
of the EDB. The project proposes to divert the water quality capture event as well as all dry weather flows. The bottom 2-ft 
of the EDB/WC could provide approximately 2 ac-ft of WQCV and could be drained via a subsurface drainage system. 
However, a subsurface drainage system may be impractical because of the proximity to the river and the potential for elevated 
groundwater levels as well as ordinary high water levels in the river. If a sub-drain system is impractical (as is assumed in this 
concept plan), a series of outfall structures with restriction plates, weirs, or other devices could be used to ensure adequate 

Project Snapshot
Project Location | Alameda and South Platte River Drive

Site Owner  | CDOT

Site Land Use  | Commercial

Site Area (AC) | 1

Proposed BMP Type | Bioretention

Total Tributary Area (AC) | 81

Required WQCV (AC-FT) | 1.5

Available Storage Volume (AC-FT) | 1.5

Additional WQCV Needed Upstream (AC-FT) | None

Dry Weather Flow Treatment Possible | Yes

Basin Score | 67

Sub-basin Score | 40

BMP Opportunity Score | 46

Water Quality Impacts
Trib. Area Domin. Land Use Residential

Trib. Area Composit Imp 56%

Indicator (Totals) Influent Effluent Reduct.

Flow (ac-ft/yr) 39 28 30%

TSS (lb/yr) 7.6 - 18.9 2.3 - 4.4 40 - 80%

Phosph (lb/yr) 26 - 39 16 - 21 30 - 50%

Nitrogen (lb/yr) 210 - 390 140 - 220 30 - 40%

Zinc (lb/yr) 10.1 - 19.2 2.6 - 5.2 30 - 100%

Copper (lb/yr) 1.8 - 3.7 0.5 - 1.0 40 - 90%

E.Coli (bill. cfu/yr) 560 - 1100 90 - 350 30 - 40%

[ Alameda Ave. and South Platte River Drive]A



detention times. A more detailed site investigation should be completed as part of a preliminary design report to determine outfall 
elevations, soil conditions, and other pertinent BMP design parameters. The bottom of the EDB may be constructed with select 
media per the UDFCD Volume 3 guidelines pending the outcome of in-situ investigations. During moderate storm events (greater 
than a 2-year event but less than a 50-year event) the EDB could fill above the 4-foot level, perhaps as high as 6-foot depending 
on grades and provide regular detention. The EDB should be constructed with an overflow weir and channel/pipe, which will 
function in large storm events and will convey flows under the South Platte River Dr.
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Tributary Area
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PROPOSED
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The Aspgren (Clifford) Park and Exposition Avenue extension retrofit 
project is a proposed sub-regional BMP treating a medium sized 
upstream area (93-acres) at the northwest corner of Lipan St and 
Exposition Avenue. The proposed BMP selected for this location is 
a bioretention basin and could provide 100% of the water quality 
capture volume (WQCV) for the upstream tributary area, which gives 
it a BMP Opportunity score of 48 in a high priority sub-basin. The 
dominate land uses upstream is residential. 

Chase drains in Exposition Ave and Lipan St will divert the water 
quality capture event flows to the first bioretention BMP in Aspgren 
Park. This initial bioretention pond would be small and shallow since 
it would only treat a small tributary area of one acre. The park offers 
enough lateral space so side slopes could be gradual, which would 
soften the overall depth of the facility. The second bioretention basin 
is proposed within the existing Exposition Ave right-of-way east of 
Lipan St. Based on aerial imagery the adjacent junk yard has placed 
items within the “paper” right-of-way. This area could be cleaned up 
and retrofitted into a linear bioretention basin which would accept 
flows from Lipan St and treat them prior to entering the existing 
27-in storm drain under the railroad tracks. The area could also 
include a linear park and trail connectivity to the South Platte River 
Trail pending a pedestrian crossing at the railroad tracks. Though 
this trail crossing would be challenging, improving connectivity at 
this location would help the large residential area to the south and 
west of the site without needing to use the Mississippi Ave crossing. 
However, if the “paper” right-of-way proved to be infeasible an alternative would be to construct an EDB behind the City owned 
building at 719 Jason St. The open field could be retrofitted to an EDB with diversions from and to the existing 30-in storm 
drain immediately adjacent to the property.

Planning and Partner Considerations
The area is currently a dedicated park and no additional private parcel acquisitions are anticipated. Denver GIS indicates 

Project Snapshot
Project Location | Aspgren (Clifford) Park

Site Owner  | CCD

Site Land Use  | Parks and Open Space

Site Area (AC) | 1

Proposed BMP Type | Bioretention

Total Tributary Area (AC) | 93

Required WQCV (AC-FT) | 1.28

Available Storage Volume (AC-FT) | 1.28

Additional WQCV Needed Upstream (AC-FT) | None

Dry Weather Flow Treatment Possible | Yes

Basin Score | 67

Sub-basin Score | Varies

BMP Opportunity Score | 48

Water Quality Impacts
Trib. Area Domin. Land Use Residential

Trib. Area Composit Imp 48%

Indicator (Totals) Influent Effluent Reduct.

Flow (ac-ft/yr) 39.4 18.5 50%

TSS (lb/yr) 7 - 11 1.2 - 1.9 50 -90%

Phosph (lb/yr) 31 - 44 7 - 10 60 - 90%

Nitrogen (lb/yr) 235 - 366 59 - 86 60 - 80%

Zinc (lb/yr) 5 - 10 0.9 - 2.3 30 - 100%

Copper (lb/yr) 1.4 - 2.7 0.4 - 0.7 40 - 90%

E.Coli (bill. cfu/yr) 627 - 1275 38 - 151 ~50%

[ Aspgren to Exposition ]B



that the existing right-of-way for Exposition Ave passes through the existing junk yard. Ownership records and a thorough 
survey should be completed to determine if this right-of-way can be reclaimed. Denver Parks and Recreation (Parks) should 
be consulted early in the preliminary design phase for buy-in and partnership opportunities. Furthermore, The Greenway 
Foundation located at 719 Jason St. would make a logical partner for the project.

Design Considerations
Runoff from the tributary area is delivered by the existing curb & gutter to an existing inlet at the T-intersection of Exposition 
Ave and Lipan St. The project proposes to keep the water quality capture event on the surface at this location and pass 
them over/through the proposed linear bioretention basin. The smaller bioretention basin in Aspgren Park would only treat 
a small amount of flows but would reduce the size of the linear bioretention basin. Thus the primary focus of this analysis 
is on the linear facility. The bottom 2-ft of the bioretention basin could provide approximately 0.5 ac-ft. of WQCV and could 
be drained via a subsurface drainage system. However, a subsurface drainage system may not be necessary if in-situ soils 
provide favorable infiltration  conditions. A more detailed site investigation should be completed as part of a preliminary 
design report to determine outfall elevations, soil conditions, and other pertinent BMP design parameters. The bottom of the 
bioretention basin should be constructed with select media per the UDFCD Volume 3 guidelines pending the outcome of 
insitu- investigations. A proposed 27-in return flow pipe is shown for consistency with the existing storm drain pipe, however it 
is acknowledged that a 30-in pipe would more than likely be constructed. 
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The overall length of the proposed linear 
bioretention basin is 350-ft and is important to 
note since the bottom area of the bioretention 
basin could not meet the UDFCD criteria of 2% 
of the upstream tributary area. A more detailed 
analysis should be conducted on the upstream 
tributary residential area to determine the 
connectivity of the drainage system (level 0, 1, or 
2) since this could affect the required BMP size.
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This regional BMP project could treat up to 745-acres of tributary 
area. The proposed BMP selected for this location is an EDB with 
a bioretention bottom and could provide the entire WQCV of the 
upstream tributary area. The proposed EDB could provide 10.4 
ac-ft of volume which would also satisfy a portion of the EURV in 
primarily existing athletic fields. The dominant upstream land use 
is residential and the parcel received a score of 52 in a high priority 
sub-basin. 

In addition to the water quality benefits supplied by the project, 
it provides significant flood attenuation for the minor storm. The 
park currently provides this flood attenuation benefit but could be 
increased to fully capitalize the opportunity. In addition, a multi-use 
facility offers many opportunities for youth and adult education on 
water quality and flooding problems.

Planning and Partner Considerations
The area is currently a dedicated park and no additional private 
parcel acquisitions are anticipated. Denver Parks and Recreation 
and the Colorado Department of Transportation (CDOT) should 
be consulted early in the preliminary design phase for buy-in and 
partnership opportunities. Potential funding from CDOT’s Mitigation 
Pool Program could be explored as this facility could treat up to 25 
acres of CDOT right-of-way from Federal Blvd and Alameda Avenue. 

Design Considerations
Currently the field area often becomes inundated during/after large storm events. The field acts as surplus storage during a storm 
event with runoff backing up into the park, but only when flows exceed the downstream pipe capacity. This project proposes to 
divert low flows which currently bypass the park completely. The BMP would be constructed off-line, but could still treat dry weather 
flows with the use of a diversion weir in the existing 48-inch storm drain in Cedar Ave as well as a modification of the diversion 
structure in Bayaud Avenue. 

Project Snapshot
Project Location | West-Bar-Val-Wood Park

Site Owner  | CCD & 

Site Land Use  | Parks and Open Space

Site Area (AC) | 13

Proposed BMP Type | EDB

Total Tributary Area (AC) | 745

Required WQCV (AC-FT) | 10.4

Available Storage Volume (AC-FT) | 10.4

Additional WQCV Needed Upstream (AC-FT) | None

Dry Weather Flow Treatment Possible | Yes

Basin Score | 67

Sub-basin Score | 34

BMP Opportunity Score | 52

Water Quality Impacts
Trib. Area Domin. Land Use Residential

Trib. Area Composit Imp 49%

Indicator (Totals) Influent Effluent Reduct.

Flow (ac-ft/yr) 319 150 50%

TSS (lb/yr) 57 - 92 10 - 16 70 - 90%

Phosph (lb/yr) 240 - 331 54 - 76 70 - 80%

Nitrogen (lb/yr) 2030 - 2950 500 - 700 50 - 80%

Zinc (lb/yr) 39 - 77 8 - 18 50 - 100%

Copper (lb/yr) 11 - 20 3 - 6 50 - 90%

E.Coli (bill. cfu/yr) 3380 - 7070 540 - 2140 37 - 70%

[ West-Bar-Val-Wood Park ]C
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Pre-treatment forebays and/or trash interceptors are 
critical to prevent large trash and debris from entering 
the primary areas of the park and preventing the bio-
filtration media from getting clogged. Typically, UDFCD 
recommends a bottom area of a filtration BMP to be at 
least 2% of the tributary impervious area. This project 
proposes to provide approximately 1%, which may require 
more frequent maintenance. A sub-drain system under 
the basin would allow it to drain in 12 hours and still make 
it available for athletic functions within 24 hours without 
damaging the grass. Similar multi-purpose fields and 
basins have been constructed throughout the country and 
are excellent ways of fully capitalizing on limited space. 

A key design element is the use of sand grown sod 
instead of conventional sod along the bottom of the basin. 
Sand grown sod allows for a higher infiltration rate through 
the bottom of the basin and into the sub-drain system. The 
high infiltration rate is critical for opening the field after 

Tributary Area
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PROJECT DETAIL
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a rain event while minimizing the damage that could be 
caused by using the field immediately after a rain storm. 
The forebay and low flow channel keep the field playable 
during dry periods while utilizing the full field during storm 
events. An overflow bypass ensures the rest of the project 
site can remain usable immediately after storm events.

A detailed hydrological analysis should be conducted 
during the preliminary design phase to determine the 
available capacity of the 60-in storm drain in Tejon Street. 
since the project proposes to divert flows from the Cedar 
Ave system to the Tejon St system. Ultimately the two 
systems join approximately 1600-ft north of the project 
site, thus a sizing issue is not anticipated; however 
the 1600-ft of 60-in storm drain in Tejon St. could be 
negatively impacted.
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Federal Boulevard is a critical north-south link on Denver’s 
west side connecting people to local cultural districts and 
regional destinations via transit, vehicles, walking and 
cycling. In addition to accommodating travelers, Federal 
Boulevard passes through 21 registered neighborhoods 
whose communities represent English, Spanish, 
Vietnamese, and Somali-speaking residents, a number 
of community, city and regional parks, and a plethora of 
cherished local businesses.

In March 2017, Denver released the Federal Boulevard 
Corridor Plan: Opportunities and Implementation Report 
which established a vision that “Federal Boulevard will 
be a very well-connected multi-modal and high capacity 
Boulevard that supports and celebrates diverse local 
business, residents, cultures, natural resources and 
community. Traveling the corridor will be safe, easy, and 
comfortable for all modes of transportation.” The report 
creates a framework for Federal Boulevard that prioritizes 
safety for ally modes of transportation and integrates the 
different modes to support ease of travel. Additionally, this 
framework provides a vision for unifying the aesthetics 
of Federal Boulevard to create a parkway for the 21st 
century on Denver’s west side. Green infrastructure plays 
an important role in this framework and is recommended 
as tool to help achieve numerous conditions:
• Quality public realms
• Improved transit stops
• Unique destinations and creative districts
• Reduced street racing
• A green parkway

Federal Boulevard is one of the City of Denver’s 35 
streets designated as a parkway or boulevard. There are a 
number of opportunities along Federal that could be used 
to reference the Boulevard’s history as a parkway and 
signal it’s evolution as a significant, multi-modal, urban 
street. Though the overall vision for the corridor includes 
a defined cross-section, the City encourages all public 
and private projects on the corridor to seek opportunities 
to “green the street” in the near term. The report provides 
recommendations for potential projects that could help 
achieve this including working with BIDs, revising the 
City’s development review guidance, developing new 
zoning districts, and planting trees when new ROW is 
acquired.

[ Federal Boulevard Corridor Plan ]D

Greening the Parkway

Source: Federal Blvd Corridor Study, 2016
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The Federal Boulevard Corridor Plan: Opportunities and 
Implementation Report  emphasizes the importance of 
ensuring the public realm provides a quality experience 
for all users. In Commercial and Cultural Districts, this 
means wide, shaded sidewalks equipped with amenities 
like benches to give pedestrians, visitors, and customers 
the opportunity to linger. Green infrastructure can play 

an important role in creating these quality environments 
by adding green space, shade, and acting as a buffer 
between vehicular traffic and pedestrians. The report 
recommends that residential areas along the corridor 
maintain the quality and character of Federal Boulevard by 
also implementing consistent sidewalks and planted buffer 
zones. 

West Denver Renaissance Collaborative 
(WDRC)
WDRC is a collective impact organization integrating the 
efforts of the community members, public agencies, non-
profits, and foundations working to create and implement a 
model for resilient urban regeneration in West Denver. 

WDRC Objectives include:
• Grow local capacity, expertise, and leadership
• Leverage existing assets and the work of local partners 

and leaders
• Identify integration strategies, investments and projects 

that benefit more than one form of capital, scale across 
neighborhoods, and cross sectors

• Support upward mobility in place
• Increase social durability (the economic, social, 

educational, political and cultural threads that 
positively reinforce residents connection to their home, 
neighborhood and community)

• Model inclusiveness and an approach that integrates 
culture, art, natural resources and food in sustaining a 
strong and healthy community

WDRC will be an important partner in efforts to revitalize the 
Federal Boulevard Corridor. WDRC Focus Neighborhoods

COMMERCIAL AND CULTURAL DISTRICTS RESIDENTIAL DISTRICTS

Green Infrastructure and Public Realm Objectives

Source: Federal Blvd Corridor Study, 2016 Source: Federal Blvd Corridor Study, 2016




